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“Do you know the story about the three little pigs?
The wicked wolf wanted to eat them up, 
but they were far too clever for him! 
Do you know how the pigs tricked the wolf?”

•   Develop visual discrimination:  house/home  once/one  build/built

•   Locate suffixes: – – – –  er  ing  ed  s

•   Discuss ordinal numbers:  first  second  third

•   Notice silent letters:  knock  climb

•   Study contractions:  won’t  I’ll  couldn’t

•   Identify digraph ch:  chin  chimney  chinny

•   Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc (back cover).

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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Once  upon  a  time  there  were
three  little  pigs.
One  day  they  said  goodbye
to  their  mother.
They  wanted  to  build  new  homes.
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The  first  little  pig  built  his   
new  home  with  straw.
The  second  little  pig’s  house   
was  built  with  sticks.
The  third  little  pig  got  bricks   
to  build  his  new  home.  
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Before  long,  the  wicked  wolf  came   
along  the  road  to  the  straw  house.
Knock,  knock,  knock!  
“Little  pig,  little  pig,  let  me  come  in,” 
called  the  wolf.
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